
Because you deserve it!

Kick back and earn rewards from 
[Financial Institution]*



Spring is here…Earn a reward on your everyday 
spending just for using your [Financial Instituion] debit 
card ending in [####].*  

Fresh air! Fresh 
Rewards!

START NOW!

$10
GIFT CARD*

$20
GIFT CARD*

FirstName LastName
Address1
Address 2
City, ST ZIP
Barcode 

Return Address
Return Address
City, ST ZIP 

XXX-X-000001

PRSRT STD
U.S.POSTAGE

PAID
PROVIDENCE, RI

PERMIT 267

This offer is good May 1-31, 2021.

Make $500 
in purchases

Make $750+ 
in purchases

Select from 40+ popular merchants,** including these favorites:

*Offer is valid for selected credit card and cardholder referenced on postcard. 
In order to qualify for the promotion incentive, credit card purchases must 
settle between June 1-30, 2021. PIN-based, Payment, and ATM related 
transactions are not qualifying transactions. Selected credit card spending will 
be tallied by [Financial Institution Name], and earned promotion redemption 

code and instructions will be issued and mailed 4-6 weeks after the offer period ends. Selected 
credit cards that make a minimum of five hundred dollars ($500) and less than seven hundred 
and fifty dollars ($750) in qualified purchases will receive a $10 gift card redemption code. 
Selected credit cards that make seven hundred and fifty dollars ($750) or more in qualified 
purchases will receive a $20 gift card redemption code. Selected credit card is limited to 
qualifying for one cardholder-selected gift card redemption code. Redemption code will expire 
120 days from issuance. One redemption code equals one $10 or $20 gift card.

**The listed merchants are neither affiliated with [Financial Institution Name] nor are the listed 
merchants considered sponsors or co-sponsors of this program. Uses of merchant names 
and/or logos are by permission and all trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
Please see the merchant gift card/certificate for additional terms and conditions which may 
apply and which may change at merchant’s sole discretion. Merchants are not liable for any 
actual or alleged claims related to this offer.
[Financial Institution] may only distribute the Gift Cards/Claim Codes to recipients on a 
promotional basis as part of a customer incentive program. Additional Terms and Conditions 
may apply.


